
 

The most daring stylistic flourish in Esther Rots’ 
forensically first-person, raw-nerve drama seems at 
first like a mistake. Over crisp images of a happy 
Dutch family — bearded Dad, his pregnant, laughing 
wife and their blond, tousle-haired daughter driving 
around in a well-kitted-out camper van — a baritone 
sings a comic operetta, in English, about bathrobes, 
kitchen counters and home juicers. “In this neat and 
tidy little liiiife … she is a neat and tidy little wiiiife,” 
he booms to jaunty, parping tubas and pompous, 
martial percussion. The absurd, baroque stylings of 
Dan Geesin’s compositions are so incongruous with 
the pictures, it seems possible it’s the sound leaking 
in from the screen next door. 

But while we never quite get over this dislocating 
effect — nor are we ever sure how closely we should 
be parsing the lyrics for clues to our protagonist’s 
state of mind — we’re not supposed to: 
“Retrospekt” goes further with the idea of schism 
than most thematically similar films about 
psychological breakdown. Distilled into Circé 
Lethem’s rock-solid performance as the traumatized 
Mette, Rots’ intelligent, ferociously empathetic but 
deeply unsentimental portrait doesn’t just use 
fragmentary images, nonlinear editing, and the 
deliberate rupture of the past into the present to 
evoke the smash-and-grab effect of deep shock. It 
also suggests, with this droll Gilbert & Sullivan-style 



running commentary, that there’s a part of Mette’s 
psyche that is trying to knit the narrative of her life 
back together from all the tangled skeins in her mind, 
and perhaps it takes this bouncy, unserious form 
because Mette, though injured, frightened, guilt-
ridden and suffering, is not without a sense of humor. 
 
The primary drive is to have us experience a kind of 
cinematic PTSD alongside present-day Mette. As 
editor, Rots shreds together “Mette-after,” 
hospitalized with a stitched-up gash on her head and 
a tendency to look for the word “Thursday” and find 
“coffee” instead, with “Mette-before.” The earlier 
version may ostensibly be a caregiver and the 
lynchpin of a stable family unit, but she has dark, 
unacknowledged instincts for which the film is not 
afraid to hold her to account, even as she shies away 
from doing so herself. 
 
There’s a hint the trouble arises partly out of Mette’s 
boredom during her second maternity leave, her 
midlife unfulfillment, and perhaps even a mild dose of 
postpartum depression. Escaping the tranquil confines 
of her comfortably modernist home (favored by the 
clean lines of DP Lennert Hillege’s cool-toned 
photography) she goes for a visit to her workplace, a 
center for victims of domestic abuse. She displays a 
very relatable frisson of disappointment that her 
temporary replacement is doing her job so well. 
 
But she also overhears that there have been 
developments in one of her old cases. Outside any 
official capacity, she contacts Miller (a firecracker 
turn by Lien Wildemeersch), a mercurial young 
woman trapped in an on-and-off-but-always-toxic 
relationship with her violent boyfriend, Frank (Teun 
Luijkx). Miller, or Lee Miller “like Man Ray’s muse!” 
as she introduces herself theatrically, is undoubtedly 
the victim of that form of Stockholm syndrome that 

affects battered wives, but she is also fundamentally 
unbalanced and a little in love with the havoc that her 
high-drama relationship can wreak. 
 
She swears that this time she’s done with him for 
good, if only she could find a safe place to lie low for 
a spell. With Mette’s husband (Martijn Van Der 
Veen), who would certainly not approve of this 
dangerous young woman being around his children, 
away on business, Mette brings Miller to stay with her 
awhile. 
 
The film achieves well its ratcheting structural 
tension, as the hospitalized Mette reluctantly picks 
her way through the rubble of her broken memories 
toward the point of impact.  
 
At the same time it’s a clever refocusing: putting 
complicated, multifaceted women back at the center 
of a domestic violence narrative that might have 
more safely portrayed them as saintly victims. And it 
is also a psychologically rich profile of a strangely co-
dependent female relationship and of the pathology 
not just of abuse victim Miller but of Mette. There’s a 
kind of Munchausen syndrome at work, with Mette’s 
own sense of self somehow wrapped up in the deeply 
ego-driven idea that she’s able to “fix” those less 
capable — if anything the shock when this belief is 
revealed to be ill-founded is just as traumatic as her 
physical injuries. 
 
It is not an easy watch, and the arch contrast 
between the intelligent seriousness of the themes and 
that frankly wacky soundtrack may prove off-putting 
for those who like their films to occupy one register 
alone. But it is also a truly risky stylistic choice that 
Rots, in only her second feature, commits to 
completely, making “Retrospekt” a fascinating 
experience of cinematic dysphasia. 

 
 
 
Reviewed at Berlin Film Festival (Forum), Feb. 11, 2019. Running time: 101 MIN. 
Production: (Netherlands-Belgium) A Rots Filmwerk and Column Film production in co-production with 
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Music: Dan Geesin.  
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10 films worth queueing for  
Titles from this year’s lineup we’ve already seen and loved. 

By David Mouriquand and Paul O’Callaghan  

AMAZING GRACE (C) Unseen for decades at the behest of its subject, Sydney Pollack’s spine-tingling 1972 concert 
film captures late Queen of Soul Aretha Franklin at the height of her performing powers, and receives an extremely belated 
European premiere in this year’s Out of Competition strand. 

A COLONY (UNE COLONIE) (G) This Canadian standout from the Generation section is Geneviève Dulude-De 
Celles’ assured debut feature. It’s an authentic story about fitting in at a difficult age, bolstered by note-perfect 
performances from a cast of young newcomers. 

THE CROSSING (GUO CHUN TIAN) (G) Bai Xue’s first feature sees a 16-year-old starting to smuggle goods 
across the transit zone between Hong Kong and Shenzhen. It’s a deftly balanced coming-of-age story that avoids well-
trodden tropes. 

HANNAH (H) Charlotte Rampling wows in Andrea Pallaoro’s under-seen 2017 drama, which won her the Volpi Cup for 
Best Actress in Venice. She plays a woman driven into an austere existence as she shoulders the sins of her recently-
incarcerated husband. Impactful and unmissable. 

THE LAST TO SEE THEM (Gli ultimi a vederli vivere) (F) The opening credits of this bold drama reveal that the 
protagonists, an unassuming rural Italian family, will soon be murdered by home invaders. The film follows them as they 
unwittingly fritter away their last hours on earth, with increasingly nerve-shredding results. 

MID90S (P) Jonah Hill makes the leap from schlubby screen star to sharp-eyed auteur with his surprisingly great 
directorial debut, a nuanced portrait of listless teens with shades of Larry Clark’s Kids and a killer soundtrack. 

NEVER SLEEP AGAIN (NIE WIEDER SCHLAFEN) (R) A true hidden gem unearthed for this year’s 
Retrospective, Pia Frankenberg’s 1992 feature is an immersive, wryly amusing account of three women wandering around 
post-wall Berlin, trying to figure out exactly how they’re meant to feel about the newly reunified nation. 

RETROSPEKT (F) This Belgian-Dutch co-production is an elliptical, timeline-hopping puzzle box which deals 
with domestic abuse and sees a woman recovering her memories following an accident. It’s as inventive as it is 
thought-provoking. 

SHOOTING THE MAFIA (P) Veteran documentary filmmaker Kim Longinotto has devoted her career to championing 
heroic women. Her latest feature profiles fearless octogenarian Letizia Battaglia, whose jaw-dropping photography exposed 
the atrocities of Palermo mobsters. 

WHAT SHE SAID: THE ART OF PAULINE KAEL (P) A no-brainer for nostalgic cinephiles, this inspiring doc 
celebrates the legendary lm critic by blending evocative archive footage, slick movie montages and reams of Kael’s sublime, 
punchy prose.



 

With Juliette Binoche heading up this year’s Competition jury, it makes sense that her latest star 
vehicle, Safy Nebbou’s scattershot romantic Who You Think I Am  would be shown out of 
competition. Rumours circulating before the festival suggested a lukewarm entry, programmed to 
appease one of the festival’s main celebrity draws. Oh, how wrong those rumours were. Is Who You 
Think I Am a perfect film? No. Do the characters handle traumatic situations in a manner that feels 
even vaguely credible? They sure don’t. But is it one of the most enjoyable, satisfying, and downright 
thrilling movies I’ve seen all week? Absolutely. 

In this instant camp classic, Binoche plays Claire, a 50-year-old university professor involved with a 
scorchingly attractive younger man. When he repeatedly gives her the cold shoulder after their 
lovemaking sessions (against giant glass windows overlooking Paris, of course) she creates a fake 
Facebook profile, masquerading as the demure and coquettish Clara, a 24-year-old fashion intern, and 
begins to stalk her lover’s friends. Thus, she meets Alex, her boyfriend’s roommate, who quite 
inexplicably falls intensely in love with Clara through FB Messenger and phone conversations alone. 
Never mind that millennials never call anyone and that reverse Google Image Search exists—the film 
just asks you to accept that a middle-aged woman who doesn’t have an Instagram account could 
successfully catfish a (scorchingly attractive, again) young man armed with nothing but desperation 
and a burner iPhone 5. 

Be prepared to suspend your disbelief further, because from this one simple concept Who You Think 
I Am weaves an incredibly intricate and ever-expanding web of twists and turns that will leave you 
scratching your head in the most gratifying way possible. Claire tells her story in flashbacks during 
visits to her new psychiatrist (a superb Nicole Garcia), who gradually becomes just as incredulous and 
confused as the viewer, as Claire and Alex spiral further and further into their psychosexual abyss. 
The film evokes Paul Verhoeven at his most Verhoevenesque, where the ends of the story truly justify 
the means, and characters are forcibly pushed to the limits of their credibility to deliciously dramatic 
effect. 

A much more sombre and gripping tale of identity and deception is woven in Dutch director Esther 
Rots’ eerie drama Retrospekt. Told in two intersecting halves that rush towards each other (think an 
understated, European Memento) the film tells the story of Mette (Circé Lethem), a headstrong and 
charming social worker at a domestic abuse organisation. One timeline follows Mette directly after the 
birth of her second daughter; the other depicts her daily life after a serious accident, and the trauma 
she endures while living in a rehabilitation centre. In between, Mette takes in Miller (Lien 
Wildemeersch, magnetic in her first film role) a young domestic violence survivor fleeing her abusive 
and unpredictable husband. Mette willingly lets Miller take over her life, and an unstable bond begins 
to form between the two women. 



 

Mette, confined to the rehabilitation centre, doesn’t remember her accident, and the film uses clever 
directing, editing, and musical techniques to mimic her confusion and anxiety (one scene in which the 
camera continuously bumps against her, breaking the fourth wall, had multiple audience members 
squirming in their seats). The score is also notable in a strange, unsettling way—composer Dan 
Gessin uses operatic, disjointed baroque pieces that directly narrate the events transpiring onscreen, 
incredibly specific but also weirdly incongruous with the images. It’s a daring choice and completely 
leftfield, but works to drive home the idea that something is fundamentally not quite right with Mette’s 
situation. Retrospekt is the kind of sleeper hit that’s a best case scenario for the Berlinale’s Forum 
section: experimental enough to appeal to intellectual moviegoers, but not obtuse to the point of losing 
anyone who isn’t a hardcore art film fan. As the reasons behind Mette’s mystery accident become 
clearer and clearer, Retrospekt maintains its low-budget suspense, keeping you on the edge of your 
seat to the very end. 

  













 

 
  



	

Retrospekt	
(Forum	/	Netherlands,	Belgium	/	Director:	Esther	Rots)	

A	casual	day	out	shopping	turns	into	a	highly	dangerous	confrontation	when	a	young	woman	comes	across	a	
case	of	domestic	violence	and	decides	not	to	look	away.	In	the	claustrophobic	environment	of	a	fashion	store’s	
fitting	room,	the	fear	in	actress	Circé	Lethem’s	(who	pulls	of	a	masterful	performance	here)	face,	the	paralysis	
that	grips	her	body	are	the	culmination	of	a	frighteningly	intense	opening	scene	and	foreshadow	the	rest	of	the	
film.		
	
Her	 character	Mette	 is	 actually	 a	 professional	 counsellor	 for	 abused	 women.	When	 on	 parental	 leave,	 she	
decides	 to	help	one	of	her	 ex-clients	 –	 a	decision	with	 catastrophic	 effects.	 The	 viewer	has	 to	put	 the	 story	
together	themselves	as	director	Esther	Rots	tells	in	in	a	fragmented	way,	connecting	scenes	from	different	time	
periods,	creating	gaps	for	the	viewer	to	fill.		

	
Slowly	 a	 picture	 emerges	 –	 for	 us	 as	 for	 Mette	 whose	 own	
process	 of	 remembering	 becomes	 part	 of	 the	 film’s	 fabric.	
Illustrating	 songs	 and	 drum	 beats	 are	 laid	 over	 scenes,	
removing	 them	 from	 reality,	 giving	 them	 a	 dream-like	 or	
nightmarish	feel.		
	

A	sense	of	dread	creeps	in	as	relationships	become	unstable	over	the	threat	–	or	the	memory	of	violence.	To	
this,	Mette’s	complicated	psychology	is	added,	an	increasing	obsessive	desire	for	self-worth	and	a	fear	of	not	
being	needed.	Communications	break	down	–	in	the	past,	the	present	and	between	them.		
As	Mette	is	struggling	back	into	life,	it	has	broken	into	pieces.	Just	like	the	film	doesn’t,	she	cannot	piece	it	all	
together.	There	will	remain	gaps.	Gaps	left	by	violence	and	the	question	what	the	right	thing	to	do	might	be,	
how	 to	 live	one’s	 life	 right.	Gaps	 that	 show	 in	 Lethem’s	 face,	 in	 its	despair,	 its	 confusion,	 it	nervousness,	 its	
fear,	its	emptiness.		
	
Questions	that	have	more	than	one	answer	in	this	film,	or	none.	What	remains	is	a	masterful	and	devastating	
collage	of	life	as	a	broken	mirror.	And	what	it	shows	is	hard	to	forget.	

		 	















	A	fragmented	look	at	a	woman	who	is	both	losing	her	
grip	on	an	unraveling	life,	and	in	retrospect	trying	to	
figure	out	if	it	could	have	been	prevented,	Esther	Rots’	
sophomore	effort	Retrospekt	is	a	film	that	requires	
hard	work	from	the	viewer,	and	work	that	might	not	
pay	off	completely,	at	that	–	though	undoubtedly	a	
rewarding	experience.	Jumping	back	and	forth	to	
moments	before	and	after	a	traumatic	event	in	the	
protagonist’s	life,	Retrospekt	often	bewilders	an	
audience	that	tries	to	make	sense	of	it	all	and	might	
zone	out	before	the	100-minute	running	time	is	over.	
Yet,	nine	years	after	her	stunning	debut	Can	Go	
Through	Skin,	Rots	shows	that	battered	and	bruised	
women,	both	literally	and	figuratively,	are	again	an	
inspiration	for	a	psychological	analysis	of	the	human	
mind.	

Domestic	abuse	counselor	Mette	(Circé	Lethem,	in	a	
strong	performance	of	great	range)	is	dedicated	to	her	
work,	perhaps	even	too	much	so.	Married	to	Simon	
(Martijn	van	der	Veen),	she	has	a	young	pre-teen	
daughter,	Harrie,	and	a	new	baby	girl.	When	Simon’s	
job	requires	him	to	leave	the	country	for	a	long	period	
of	time,	he	expects	Mette	to	take	an	extended	
maternity	leave	to	help	adjust	Harrie	to	the	idea	of	
having	a	baby	sister.	During	this	period,	and	
unbeknownst	to	Simon,	Mette’s	client	and	friend	Lee	
Miller	(Lien	Wildemeersch)	moves	in	with	her,	hiding	
from	her	abusive	partner.	

Meanwhile,	car	accident	victim	Mette	is	recovering	
from	a	trauma	that	has	affected	both	her	body	and	her	
psyche	to	a	great	extent.	Working	through	her	physical	
limitations	is	hard	and	her	husband	Simon’s	visits	are	an	
emotional	and	psychological	drain.	Yes,	this	is	the	same	
Mette.	Her	friendly	banter	and	warm	friendship	with	
another	patient	cannot	hide	the	fact	that	she	is	
struggling.	With	the	aftermath	of	the	accident,	with	
getting	used	to	the	idea	of	a	radically	changed	life,	but	
also	with	the	large	‘what	if’	stomping	through	her	mind.	
What	path	led	to	this	tragic	incident,	and	could	she	
have	prevented	it?	Or	was	she	maybe	the	cause	of	it?	

In	two	clear	chronological	paragraphs	it	all	looks	simple,	but	Rots	tells	Mette’s	story	in	a	jumbled	roller	coaster	
of	emotions	and	flashbacks,	shards	of	memory	trying	to	trace	a	narrative	along	with	Mette’s	efforts	to	find	
hers.	We	are	as	much	in	the	dark	as	she	is	while	she	tries	to	glue	together	the	shattered	fragments	of	her	life	
leading	up	to	the	traumatic	event.	Postnatal	depression,	an	uncooperative	husband,	a	manipulative	friend	



dealing	with	her	own	abuse.	And	in	the	midst	of	it	all,	Mette	frantically	working	to	keep	it	all	together	and	to	
put	it	all	together.	Retrospekt	slowly	reveals	its	story	as	the	before	and	after	converge	into	the	final	scene	(not	
counting	a	short	epilogue)	showing	us	what	actually	happened	and	where	blame	may	ultimately	lie.	But	the	
blame	game	is	not	the	game	Rots	is	playing.	

What	she	aims	at	is	showing	how	easy	it	is	to	fall	into	the	trap	of	trust.	Trust	in	a	husband,	trust	in	a	friendship,	
trust	in	the	way	things	appear	to	be,	trust	in	one’s	own	strength.	Trust	until	it	is	too	late	and	everything	starts	
to	fall	apart,	because	we	have	been	deluding	ourselves	that	we	have	it	all	under	control	while	we	can	so	easily	
slip	into	the	mistakes	of	others,	mistakes	that	we	can	recognize	in	them	but	not	in	ourselves.	Happiness	is	hard	
to	find	in	Rots’	world,	as	was	the	case	in	her	debut.	It	is	therefore	interesting	to	see	Retrospekt	bookended	by	
its	most	blissful	scenes,	scenes	that	indeed	start	and	end	the	narrative,	although	one	has	to	wonder	if	the	joyful	
conclusion	is	real	or	just	in	Mette’s	head.	

Retrospekt’s	structure,	or	perhaps	more	fittingly	‘destructure’,	does	not	make	for	an	easy	viewing	though,	and	
when	it	finally	reaches	the	conclusion	it	is	somewhat	unsatisfactory	because	the	execution	is	messy	and	
hurried.	It	seems	Rots	is	more	interested	in	the	process	of	dealing	with	trauma,	and	her	approach	to	that	is	a	
very	sensory	experience,	with	sound	design	and	camerawork	often	a	reflection	of	Mette’s	state	of	mind.	The	
baroque	pieces	of	opera	that	serve	as	chapter	demarcations	are	an	unfortunate	choice,	and	while	Lethem	
delivers	exemplary	work	the	rest	of	the	cast	is	not	as	strong.	The	most	disappointing	aspect	of	Retrospekt	is	
that	by	putting	the	event	that	the	whole	film	paradoxically	centers	around	all	the	way	at	the	end	and	then	
shortselling	in	this	fashion,	the	director	robs	the	film	of	the	catharsis	that	it	was	clearly	building	towards.	
Trapped	in	the	way	the	film’s	narrative	mimics	the	emotional	and	psychological	state	of	its	protagonist,	in	itself	
a	laudable	and	successful	approach,	the	ending	that	should	be	a	bang	becomes	a	bit	of	a	whimper.	Still,	
Retrospekt	shows	Rots’	talent	for	visceral	and	intelligent	cinema,	and	while	it	requires	stamina,	the	film	is	a	
fascinating	look	into	trauma	and	people’s	inability	to	see	the	danger	in	themselves.	

		
	
	
	 	



 

 

Retrospekt, de film waarvoor ze de award kreeg, is een psychologisch drama geschreven en geregisseerd door 
de Nederlandse Esther Rots.  Lethem speelt de 37-jarige Mette, een patiënt in een 
revalidatiecentrum. Hoewel ze gedeeltelijk verlamd is en haar spraakvermogen deels verstoord, is haar scherpe 
geest ongeschonden. Druppelsgewijs krijgen we een inkijk in haar geest, en wordt onthuld wat haar overkomen 
is. 

Wat Circé met haar rol doet, afwisselend in het Nederlands en het Frans, liet ook op de première op 
International Film Festival van Toronto een sterke indruk na.  ‘Lethem’s performance is powerful and 
affecting’, lezen we, maar even goed wordt er van‘marvelous’, ‘magnetic’ en ‘masterful’ gesproken. 

Retrospekt kwam tot stand met de steun van het VAF/filmfonds van minister van cultuur Sven Gatz, en wordt 
verwacht in 2019. 

  



Review by Michael Sicinski  

This is a film for which I have quite a bit of grudging respect. It's gutsy. It bats for the rafters. And 
unlike several other critics, I personally think that Rots' biggest artistic gamble -- having a mostly 
realistic film underscored by an English-language operatic score that serves as narration -- sort of 
works, in that it lends Retrospekt a layer of much-needed absurdity. (It's worth noting that she uses the 
device quite a bit better than Kornel Mundruczo did in Johanna, the only other time I've seen it 
deployed in such a manner.) 

As Mette, actress Circé Lethem gives it all she's got. But Mallory Andrews and Mike D'Angelo are 
right. The scrambled chronology only serves to make Mette's accident into a phony withheld event that 
we can intuit almost immediately, and Rots implicitly makes Mette's mental disability into a punishment 
for bad decisions. Even more than this, Retrospekt seems to posit that Mette, a woman whose job is 
to counsel women in domestic abuse situations, has gravitated toward that career as a result of her 
own mental illness, particularly her boundary issues. 

Combine this with the way Miller (Lien Wildemeersch) is characterized -- as a damaged user who will 
always return to the unhealthy relationship eventually -- and you have a film whose very plot thrives on 
horizontal violence, and a tacit pronouncement that the whole situation is a rotten liberal scam. Do-
gooders are really narcissists, and lower-class trash are beyond help anyway. Perhaps this 
conservative message is highly radical in Rots' home context. 

I think we can file the Dutch film Retrospekt alongside the works of Ruben Östlund (Swedish liberalism 
is a massive hoax) and Cyril Schäublin (Swiss people have it so good they have become zombies) in 
a new, burgeoning category. I have often claimed that one good working definition of "art" is a 
statement against the prevailing orthodoxy of the times. As an American, I only wish I had Dutch, 
Swedish, or Swiss "problems" to contend with. 

 



 

The perils of always trying to do the right thing are brutally examined in Retrospekt, a domestic violence drama 
with shades of John Cassavetes. Taking morally tricky subject matter and running it through the narrative 
ringer, it’s a complicated and provocative work that’s unlikely to gain many supporters. While excellently acted 
and ambitiously edited, its message leaves a sour taste in the mouth that is hard to shake off.  

The story starts with the heavily pregnant Mette (Circé Lethem) trying on new trousers in a shop, when she 
hears another woman being physically abused in the stall opposite. She tries to comfort the woman, but the 
man returns and is verbally aggressive. Mette tries to tell her husband, Simon (Martijn van der Veen), about it, 
before suffering one of many mental breakdowns we will see throughout this movie.  

This early scene tells you everything you need to know about Mette: she cares, and this will be her main 
downfall. Taking three months maternity leave to take care of her second child while her husband jettisons 
around Europe on business, she can’t stop thinking about one of her clients at the Domestic Abuse center, a 
Flemish woman named Miller (Lien Wildemeersch) who lives in constant fear of her estranged husband. Mette 



invites the unstable woman to stay over, but almost instantly gets into trouble when the woman tries to call 
her husband over. This leads to a devastating set of events explicitly telegraphed from the very start. 

Told before and after this questionable decision (surely the Dutch authorities can organize a shelter?), the jerky 
narrative reflects Mette’s own mental state as she desperately tries to remember what led her to this 
unfortunate position. The editing helps to create a sense of mania, often cutting to events as they are 
happening. It creates a great sense of onward momentum, never letting the audience breathe, but this manic 
tone can be hard to sustain over an entire movie, especially as we know what will eventually happen to Mette. 
Retrospekt appears to take delight in its own cruelty; why bother, it asks when these women don’t want to get 
better?  

This worldview is complemented by the strange soundtrack (featuring original tracks with baritone and 
soprano singing, tuba, timpani, and clavichord) lending an ironic, surreal element to Mette’s otherwise 
harrowing experience. Totally left-field, its a great example of how music can completely transform how one 
views a film. Additionally, the sound design, full of low-rumbling tones, sudden jerky noises, and high-pitched 
ringing, helps to stress Mette’s shattered mental state. 

Nonetheless, we never really get into what drives Mette, as if she’s afraid to confront it herself. It’s evident that 
she has her own mental issues and maybe her own history of abuse, but these are never explored in much 
detail. Lethem goes for broke in the central performance, able to convey fear, resilience, and vulnerability often 
within the same facial expression. Yet, she deserves a story that empathizes with her character instead of 
setting her up for an artificial fall with a soundtrack that treats it as a lark. The discrepancy between 
performance and execution is disturbing.  

What are we supposed to think of Mette’s behaviour? On the one hand, the illogicality of her actions speaks 
truer to real life than conventional decision making, as high-pressure situations can always cause people to act 
in the strangest of ways. On the other hand, certain events make it look like she is being blamed for her own 
goodness. Is this message — don’t try and stop domestic violence from happening because you could get hurt 
yourself –  really worth promoting in a world where women are still killed daily by their aggressive husbands? 
Without offering any smart alternatives, Retrospekt crosses over into potentially dangerous territory very 
quickly. At its very worst, it’s downright irresponsible.  

Credits 
Directed by Esther Rots 
Written by Esther Rots 
Starring Circé Lethem, Martijn van der Veen, Lien Wildemeersch 
Music by Dan Geesin 
Cinematography by Lennert Hillege 
Country: Netherlands | Belgium | 2019 

   















 

 



What the press said after the TIFF screenings: 
-Audiences seeking a healthy dose of WTF needn’t look any further than RETROSPEKT. 
-This Dutch oddity is a true original. 
-really an experience like no other 
-a pulsating time ticking bomb, brewing with mystery and anxiety waiting to take you off 
guard. 
-baffling and equally thrilling 
-meticulous writing and commanding direction 
-a haunting and enigmatic character study 
-RETROSPEKT traps us in the prison of a broken mind 
-Moody and powerful 
-the film’s carefully arranged ellipses smartly mirror the disjointed patterns of its 
heroine’s damaged psyche. 
-Engrossing 
- RETROSPEKT goes beyond a merely personal illustration of Mette’s story and reaches 
out to a wider audience through its various parallelisms. 
-Rots succeeds in creating an absurd, poetic fairy tale, which, despite being immersed in 
tragedy, retains a sense of humour. 
-the first arthouse domestic violence musical 
-fearless audacity 
-dense psychological puzzle 
-Rots has a lot of fun inviting viewers to piece it all together. 
- RETROSPEKT is so over sensitizing that it’s easy for the audience to understand Mette’s 
fleeting emotions 
-bound to keep the audience on their toes 
 
And about the soundtrack: 
-Composer Dan Geesin also deserves a shout-out for supplying a series of songs that 
envelope certain fraught scenes with a patina of eerie, arch lyricism. 
-absurd and sinistral sound design along with the fable-like music 
-the kooky soundtrack of songs by Dan Geesin … humorous refrains drawing out the 
absurdity of the situation 
-perfectly eerie soundtrack of operatic screeching songs 
 
And about Circé Lethem’s performance: 
-absolutely sensational 
-masterfully graded  
-revelatory  
-agile and believable  
-the marvellous Lethem 
-the subtle performance from Lethem 
 
  


